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Similarly to systems biology, synthetic biotechnology is an interdisciplinary scienti�c
�eld focused on the potential merging of advances in biology, physics, informatics,
and other sciences to produce novel technological milestones; these are frequently
the outcome of the nonobvious “marriage” between seemingly remote scienti�c
disciplines. Current progress in synthetic biotechnology is re�ected on the devel-
opment of an extensive variety of novel tools and techniques that hold the promise
of true-to-purpose design of biosensors, bioassays, and diagnostic platforms. For
example, “designer” cells, fabricated by means of genetic or membrane engineering,
are constructed in such a way to allow selected biochemical traits to be tailored as
desired; this in turn opens almost limitless perspectives for developing cell-based
biosensors and assays with previously unforeseen levels of selectivity and speci�city.
Dynamic DNA devices, such as DNA-origamis, comprising shape-complementary
nanostructures represent another example of novel diagnostic approaches o�ering
superior sensitivity at ultraminiature scale. A third paradigm is given by recent
developments in immunoassays based on either recombinant, engineered antibody-
derived constructs or entirely novel molecules with antibody or ‘receptor-like’
binding properties.�is might include a�mers, aptamers, or engineered lectins.�e
practical impact of the aforementioned developments on everyday diagnostics and
analytical science is further enhanced by concomitant advances in microfabrication,
biomaterials, electronics, and optics, frequently leading to the establishment of fully
portable, rapid screening devices with Technology Readiness Levels of seven or
higher (i.e., quite close to actual commercial exploitation). Synthetic biotechnologi-
cal approaches also include advances in the biorecognition element: device interface,
for example, smart biomimetic materials and assay concepts, such as the emerging
�eld of optogenetics (i.e., using light to �ne-tune cellular responses in bioelectronic
circuits).

�is special issue focuses on highlighting the most prominent developments in
synthetic biotechnological interventions in the development of novel and highly
signi�cant advances in biosensing technologies. �e ultimate focus should be
the promise of realizing the as-yet unmet performances capabilities required for
highly interactive and autonomous biosensing platforms, closely aligned with, and
mimicking, living systems. High-quality articles will be accepted containing original
research results as well as extensive reviews.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Synthetic cell-based biosensors based on synthetic gene circuits with desired
speci�city and orthogonallity
Cells membrane or gene engineered to express antibodies and/or
receptor-like molecules as a means to obtain cell-based biosensors with novel
biorecognition speci�cities
Immunosensors based on novel recombinant antibody technologies
Immunosensors based on novel molecules with custom
antibody/receptor-like properties, o�ering unique capabilities (e.g., storage at
room temperature, stability in diverse, and even extreme environmental
conditions)
Advanced immunoassay/immunosensor designs and supporting technology,
including micro�uidics, electrochemical and optical biosensing approaches,
and nanoparticles
Biomimetic and bioinspired technologies to improve biosensor performance
Optogenetic approaches-based biosensor design

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/js/sbsbd/.
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